Binding of recombinant-produced interferon beta ser to human lymphoblastoid cells. Evidence for two binding domains.
Human interferon beta (IFN beta ser), produced by recombinant DNA technology, was radiolabeled to approximately one atom of iodine-125/molecule of interferon without detectable loss of antiviral activity. At 37 degrees C, binding of 125I IFN beta ser occurred rapidly (t1/2max less than or equal to 15 min) followed by internalization and degradation of bound ligand. Kinetic analysis at 4 degrees C indicated diffusion-limited association kinetics independent of 125I IFN beta ser concentration. Dissociation of bound 125I IFN beta ser from Daudi cells was slow (t1/2 = 1.2 h) of bound radiolabeled ligand was observed in the presence of unlabeled IFN beta ser, naturally produced IFN beta, and IFN alpha 6, but was not observed with unlabeled IFN gamma or nonspecific proteins. Concomitantly, equilibrium analysis indicated heterogeneous binding of 125I IFN beta ser to six cell lines of lymphoid origin consistent with either negative cooperativity or two populations of receptors. Analysis of binding of 125I IFN beta ser to Daudi cell receptors in the presence of unlabeled IFN alpha 6 suggested that one receptor served both ligands. The latter conclusion was supported by results of chemical cross-linking experiments in which an 125I IFN beta ser/receptor complex (Mr 120,000-130,000) was observed following sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. This complex was absent when binding occurred in the presence of either excess unlabeled IFN beta ser or IFN alpha 6.